African-American Prostate Normal and Cancer Cells for Health Disparities Research.
Prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed solid malignancy in men. Epidemiological studies have shown African-American men to be at higher risk for developing prostate cancer and experience higher death as compared to other ethnic groups. Establishment of prostate cancer cell lines paired with normal cells derived from the same patient is a fundamental breakthrough in cell culture technology and provides a resource to improve our understanding of cancer development and pertinent molecular events. Previous studies have demonstrated that conditional reprogramming (CR) allows the establishment and propagation of patient-derived normal and tumor epithelial cell cultures from a variety of tissue types. Here, we report a new AA prostate cell model, paired normal and cancer epithelial cells from the same patient. "Tumor" cell culture AA-103A was derived from malignant prostate tissues, and "normal" cell culture AA-103B was derived from non-malignant prostate tissues from the prostatectomy specimen of an African-American male. These paired cell cultures have been propagated under CRC conditions to permit direct comparison of the molecular and genetic profiles of the normal epithelium and adenocarcinoma cells for comparison of biomarkers, enabling patient-specific pathological analysis, and molecular and cellular characterization. STR confirmed human origin albeit no karyotypic abnormalities in the two cell lines. Further quantitative PCR analyses demonstrated characteristic markers, including the high level of basal cell marker, the keratin 5 (KRT5) in normal cells and of luminal marker, the androgen receptor (AR) as well as the programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) in tumor cells. Although 3-D sphere formation was observed, the AA-103A of tumor cells did not generate tumors in vivo. We report these paired primary epithelial cultures under CRC growth as a potentially useful tool for studies to understand molecular mechanisms underlying health disparities in prostate cancer.